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Not Invincible
Bullet for My Valentine

Em
They crawl under your skin!
          D        
And eat away your soul
Em
So let the feast begin!
           D
And then bury the bones!

Em
It seems they want to be the-
           D
Judge, jury, and executioner!
Em
So let the feast begin
             D                        C
We ll never leave you alone!

C               D
They cut you do-wn!
D               
And they bury the bones!
C                D
They force you o-ut!
D
They ll never leave you alone!

C                         D
They re not, not invincible!
D
You need to fight them to the death!
C                         D
They re not, not invincible!
D                              Em
You need to lay those fucks to rest!

Em
They wanna shut your mouth!
           D
And cut away your tongue!
Em
Try to choke you out!
                D
And steal the air from your lungs!

Em
It seems they want to be the



             D
Judge, jury, and executioner!
Em
So let the feast begin
           D                      C
We ll never leave you alone!

C           D
They cut you do-wn!
D               
And they bury the bones!
C            D
They force you o-ut!
D
They ll never leave you alone!

C                D
They re not, not invincible!
D
You need to fight them to the death!
C                  D
They re not, not invincible!
D                      Em
You need to lay those fucks to rest!

-SOLO- Just wing it. I usually do. 
Any combo of Em, C and D work just fine. 
Unless of course you plan on playing the actual solo at the same time.

C                D
They cut you do-wn!
D               
And they bury the bones!
C               D
They force you o-ut!
D
They ll never leave you alone!

C                  D
They re not, not invincible!
D
You need to fight them to the death!
C                   D
They re not, not invincible!
D                         Em
You need to lay those fucks to rest!


